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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

___ ______________ APPELLATE DIVISION

In the matter between:

SHIELD INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED Appellant and 
Respondent in 
Cross-Appeal.

and

DERICK EDWARD HALL Respondent and 
Appellant in 
Cross-Appeal»

Coram: Wessels, Galgut, De Villiers, JJ.A. et
Kotzé et Viljoen, A.JJ.A.

Heard: 20th May, 1976»

Delivered: August, 1976*

J U D G M E N T

GALGUT, J.A.:

On the 29th October I971—the'ne vrexpress-way-,----

opposite the Jan Smuts Airport, was being constructed by

a road construction company, Concor T.A.R. (Pty») Ltd»

A collision occurred between two vehicles travelling on

this«»*/2 
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this express way, in opposite directions* The respondent 

in this appeal was the plaintiff in the Court a quo* He 

suffered severe bodily injuries* He was the driver of 

one vehicle, a light van* The driver of the other vehicle 

was one Lubobo. Both drivers were in the employ of

Concor T.A.R. (Pty*) Ltd., to which I will refer as Concor. 

The appellant was the defendant in the Court a quo* It 

is an insurance company* ' It was the insurer, in terms of 

the Motor Veticle Insurance Act 29 of 1942, of the vehicle 

driven by Lubobo* I will refer to the parties as 

plaintiff and defendant respectively* The learned Judge 

a quo found that the collision was caused by the negligence 

of both drivers and that they were equally negligent. 

Plaintiff was awarded damages in the sum of R50 662,68.

The defendant’s appeal is against that award on the ground 

-tha-t-i-t_ia-exc.essive. It does not attack the finding in 

respect of the degrees of negligence of the drivers.

There is, however, a cross-appeal by plaintiff. He attacks

the.*./3
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the finding that he was negligent and accordingly seeks to 

have the amount of the award increased» There was a preli

minary application by appellant for condonation of the 

late filing of certain documents# The application was 

not opposed by the respondent and was granted by this Court* 

The collision occurred at about 2 p.m*

Both drivers were fully aware of the condition of the road 

being constructed* The road, at the place of the collision, 

runs approximately from North to South with nothing to 

obscure visibility* At right angles across the surface, 

which was of gravel, a bank of earth, about twenty-five 

centimetres high, had been constructed* Near, but not at, 

the Western end of this bank was a gap, wide enough to 

allow one vehicle to pass* Vehicles working on the road 

travelling from North to South and vice -versa, had to pass 

'through thïs~_gapí---The~road- was-w-i-de—and—at _t he _side s. there

were no obstructions in the nature of rocks or fences or 

kerbs - it was level veld*

The•♦*/4
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The only witness called to testify as to the 

collision was a Bantu, Johannes Saad* The plaintiff had no 

recollection of the events. He had suffered from retrograde 

amnesia* Saad was sitting nest to the plaintiff* He 

said they were approaching the gap in the bank from the 

South side, travelling on the left hand side of the road; 

that he saw n,n groot vraglorrie" coming from the opposite 

direction in a cloud of dust; that it was travelling at - 

high speed in the middle of the road on its incorrect side 

and was heading for the gap; that it was nearer to the 

gap than the vehicle of plaintiff; that the speed at which 

the plaintiff was travelling was moderate. The picture 

which he put before the Court a quo appears more clearly 

from the following extracts from his evidence in cross- 

examination:

------- ^En—nubile—g-ien-die-^lorrie_ kom_aan?--~Die lorrie__  
kom aan.

En dit was nader aan die opening as wat julle. 
was?—Ons was baie na aan die opening gewees*

Ja.../5
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Ja, maar die lorrie was nader aan die opening, of
-------- -ni e?—Di a lorrie-was—• ♦... ..____ ___ _  ______________

As wat julle was?——*Die lorrie was nader as one 
gewees.

Ja* Nou, is hierdie pad heeltemal reguit?—
Die pad is nie heeltemal reguit.nie, hy het n draai, 
maar nie «n baie skerp draai nie»

So jy kan sien vir n taamlike lang distansie as 
voertuie aankom?—Jy kan sien, ja.

En julle kon dus hierdie lorrie vir n hele ent 
sien aankom?-—>Ons het horn gesien aankom vir n - 
hele ent*

Ja* Terwyl. julle nog taamlik ver van die walle- 
tjie af was?—Hy het gekom met stof grond, en 
hy het gekom en geen brieke aangeslaan nie.

Toe hy nog *n hele ent van julle af was, kon julle 
sien dat dit vinnig ry?—Ons het gesien dat hy 
vinnig ry, en ons het meer op ons kant getrek 
omdat ons gesien het dat die lorrie is vinnig*

En ias dit duidelik van. daardie distansie af dat 
dit nie gaan stop nie?—Dit was duidelik gewees 
want daar was die opening en daar geen iets was 
voor nie.

Was daar enige ander voertuie op die pad op 
daardie stadium?—-Daardie oomblik was net die 
lorrie en die bakkie van ons was op pad gewees.rt

...Nou.../6
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n»»»»Nou hoe ver van hierdie walletjie af was
’julle toe julle die lorrie vir die eerstekeer 
sien aankom? Ek weet dit is baie moeilik om 
presiese distansies te gee, maar min of meer?-— 
Ek kan nie presies sê hoe ver was ons nie, maar , 
ons was nie te ver gewees nie»

Ver genoeg om stil te hou sodat die lorrie dear 
kan kom?---Ver genoeg dat ons stil kan hou dat
die lorrie verby kom»

i

En op daardie stadium het julle al gesien dat 
hierdie lorrie kom op sy verkeerdekant om deur 
hierdie opening te ry?---Op daardie stadium het
ons horn gesien#

Besig om deur hierdie opening deur te ry?——Om 
deur hierdie opening te kom»

En as julle op daardie stadium stilgehou het, 
sou daar spasie genoeg gewees het vir die lorrie 
om deur die opening te kom?—-Ons het eweredig 
gekom»

Ja»—Bit was nie vinnig gewees nie»”

It appears that Saad was rendered unconscious

in the collision and only recovered consciousness the next day 

in hospital.

Buring the trial plaintiff’s counsel handed

in a police plan from the Bar» In so doing he said to the 

learned Judge
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1

«r had- hoped— to- e all-the -poll ceman,. ..who..is_ no______ _
longer with the Force, and is somewhere in 
Swakopmund in South West Africa, but apparently, 
my Lord, despite the service - or the issue of a 
subpoena to South West Africa, he is not
available, or can*t be found and his whereabouts 
are not known, so'I have perforce to rely on 
the provisions of Huie 36 (10)." (i.e. the
Uniform Huies of Court)»

This sub-rule reads:

"10(a) No person shall, save with the leave of the 
Court or the consent of all the parties, 
be entitled to tender in evidence any 
plan, diagram, model or photograph unless 
he shall not less than ten days before the 
hearing have delivered a notice stating 
his intention to do so, offering inspection 
thereof and requiring the party receiving 
notice to admit the same within seven 
days of hie receipt of the notice.

(b) If the party receiving the notice fails 
within the said period so to admit, the 
said plan, diagram, model or photograph 
shall be received in evidence upon its 
mere production and without further proof 
thereof» If such party states that he
doe-s—no-t-admi t .them, the said plan,______
diagram, model or photograph may be 
proved at the hearing and the party re
ceiving the notice may be ordered to pay 
the cost of their proof."

It.../8
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It is common cause that proper notice, and the invitation 

to inspect, as required by the rule, was given, and that 

defendant did not respond thereto* Counsel for plaintiff 

relied on the rule and asked that the plan and the key 

thereto be admitted in evidence together with all the 

physical features and statements therein contained, but 

not the alleged point of impact. Counsel for defendant ob

jected and urged that neither the plan nor any statements 

be admitted in evidence or, alternatively, that no weight 

should be attached thereto in that the statements as to the 

position of the vehicles and the tracks, said to be brake 

or skid marks, were, so it was submitted, hearsay or opinion 

evidence because the policeman could not of his own 

knowledge have testified that the tracks were caused by 

braking or skidding, or were those of the vehicles, or 

that the position of the ve-hi-ele-s—as—de-pi-cted—on -the plan---

was the position of the vehicles immediately after the 

impact*

The**./9
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The learned Judge a quo when admitting the plan,

said:

”In the case of Mabalane vs. Rondalia 
Assurance Corporation of South Africa, 
Limited, 1969 (2) S.A.L.R* p* 254 W.L.D., 
it was held that the meaning of the rule 
is that only representation on the plan of 
physical features of the relevant place 
which can be objectively determined may be 
taken as proved* That would exclude any 
representation on the plan which amounts to 
a conclusion or an expression of opinion* 
Subject to this reservation I will grant 
leave for the handing in of the plan and 
the key thereto*”

In his judgment the learned Judge a quo went on 

to say that he had ”for the purposes of this case ignored 

the indications on the plan as to the position of certain 

two motor vehicles, skid and brake marks on the road and 

the point of impact*” The learned Judge*s attention was 

not drawn to Part VI of the Civil Proceedings Evidence 

Act 25 of 1965 and in particular to sections 34 and-35* 

Part VI it will be remembered incorporated the provisions 

of.../10
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of the _ Evidence Act 14 of 1962* He accordingly did not 

exercise the discretion vested in him in terms of sub

section (2) as read with subsection (5) of section 34 or 

consider what weight, if any, should be attached to the 

statements in the plan and key* The relevant portions of 

section 34 follow:

rt34 (1) In any civil proceedings where direct oral

evidence of a fact would be admissible, any state

ment made by a person in a document and tending to 

establish that fact shall on production of the 
original document be admissible as evidence of 

that fact, provided -
(a) the person who made the statement either -

(i) had personal knowledge of the matters
dealt with in the statement; or

(ii) (this subsection is not relevant); and

(b) the person who made the statement is called

as a witness in the proceedings unless he

is dead or unfit by reason of his bodily or

mentaX~cundirbion—"to-a-t-tendr-as—a^-wi_tness_or

is outside the Republic, and it is not

reasonably practicable to secure his

attendance* * «/11
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attendance or all reasonable efforts to find 
him have been made without success# —-

(2) ïhe person presiding at the proceedings may>

if having regard to all the circumstances of the 

case he is satisfied that undue delay or expense 
would otherwise be caused, admit such á state
ment as is referred to in sub—section (1) as 

evidence in those proceedings
(a) notwithstanding that the person who made the 

statement is available but is not called as 
a witness;

(b) notwithstanding that the original document is 
not produced, if in lieu thereof there is 
produced a copy of the original document or 
of the material part thereof proved to be
a true copy#

(3) . ............. ................................

(4) ................................................ .

(5) Tor the purpose of deciding whether or not a 

statement is admissible as evidence by virtue
of the provisions of this section, any reasonable 

inference may be drawn from the form or contents 

of the document in which the “statement is— --- —

contained or from any other circumstances, and 

a certificate of a registered medical practitioner

may#♦•/12
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may "be acted upon in deciding whether or not a

~ ------ person is-fittoattend.as a witness*"

I should add that "document" is defined to in

clude inter alia a plan; "Republic" includes South West 

Africa and "statement" includes any representation of fact 

whether made in words or otherwise*

In this Courtjcounsel’s attention was drawn

to sections 34 and 35 and the question posed was whether the 

provisions of rule 36 (10) could override the common law 

in regard to hearsay evidence or the provisions of section

34 of Act 25 of 1965 and render the statements in the plan 

admissible as a matter of law* Counsel urged that rule

36 (10) was clear and that as defendant had failed to respond 

to the notice to admit and the invitation to inspect the plan 

that all its contents (other than the point of impact) 

became admissible in evidence upon the plan’s "mere production
_____ — —I

and without further proof thereof % In the alternative ——

it was urged that the plan and the statements therein were 

admissible in evidence in terms of section 34« This

Court**./13
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Court was, therefore, urged to have regard to the tracks 

and the positions of the vehicles as indicated on the plan 

and the statements in regard thereto* If this was done, so 

it was urged, it would emerge that plaintiff had reacted 

timeously; that he took avoiding action timeously and 

continued to take such avoiding action; that Lubobo only 

reacted to the danger at a late stage and took no avoiding 

action* I1 or the reasons which follow there is no need to

discuss these aspects*

The plan is dated 31st October 1971. There 

is depicted thereon the road, the earth bank, the gap, the 

two vehicles and the tracks of the two vehicles* There 

is a statement that these tracks are brake or skid marks* 

It does not purport to say which are brake or skid marks or 

how much of each track constitutes brake marks or skid marks* 

Th ere fs~~also~ an -alleged -point -of_ impact*, The key has the 

usual information as to distances between the physical 

objects depicted
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__ _________  I am unable to uphold the submissions by 

plaintiff*s counsel for the following reasons* An altera

tion to the common law of evidence can only be brought about 

by an Act of Parliament* It cannot be brought about by
1

a rule of court unless, of course, the framer of the relevant 

rule is specifically empowered so to do* furthermore it 

could not be suggested that rule 36 (10) could confer on the 

statements in a plan the status of evidence whereas the 

provisions of the relevant sections of Act 25 of 1965 vest 

a discretion in the presiding officer in a civil trial, to 

admit or reject such statements*

It was submitted that sub-rule 36 -(10)

creates machinery whereby a party to a lawsuit is deemed to 

have admitted the contents or statements in the plan or 

diagram} that it follows that the plan and the statements 

the rein bee ame admissïbleinevidenee-beoaus e—ofLthe admission; 

that viewed in this way the sub-rule does not alter the 

rules of evidence but is a rule "for regulating the conduct 

of the proceedings of the provincial and local divisions" of

' " ’ ’ - the»../15 • .
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the Supreme Court and its purpose is "to ensure the proper
~ ■—' —— _ ___ ,

despatch and conduct of the business of the court"; that 

these latter powers were authorised by subsections 43 (2) 

and 43 (3) of the Supreme.' Court Act 59 of 1959« Support 

for this submission viz*» that the failure to respond to the 

notice was an admission^ was sought from the statement by 

Hoffman in his South African Law of Evidence (second edition) 

at page 282* It will be noticed» however» that the learned 

author is there dealing only with the question of the 

authenticity of the document* He does not., at the place 

cited or elsewhere^ suggest that failure to respond to a 

notice in terms of rule 36 (10) (or rule 35 (9) which relates 

to documents) amounts to an admission of the correctness of 

any statement* In fact the learned author, in the footnote, 

points out that the scope of the rule is as set out in 

MabalAnevs»Rondalia Assurance-Corp oration of S«A. Ltd», 

1969 (2) S*A* 254 (W)* In that case HIEMSTRA, J*, when 

ref e rring* * */16
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referring to rule 36 (10) saidi

*1 am of opinion that the words rplan, diagram

model or photograph* apply only to representations 
of physical features of the relevant place or 

object which can be objectively determined **♦

I find myself in agreement with the abovementioned learned 

author and with the dictum of HIEMSTRA, J* It follows 

that I am of the view that if the pre—requisites are 

established, rule 36 (10)' creates an admission only

(i) as to the authenticity of the document* i*e< it dispenses 

with the need to call the author of the plan or to provide 

other proof of its authorship, and (ii) as to the physical 

features actually found by the author* It must be borne 

in mind that a plan or diagram without physical features 

would be a virtual nullity*

I turn now to the alternative submission viz6, 

that-section^4. (.2) yested a discretion in the learned
-—  _____ ______________ ■* * 1 >

Judge a quo to admit the statements in the plan and as he

did.../17 '
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did not exercise that discretion^this Court should do so and

admit the statements in the plan» I need only say that 

there is no evidence to show that the learned Judge a quo 

would or could have been ”satisfied that undue delay or 

expense would otherwise be caused” by not admitting the 

statements or what inferences should reasonably be drawn 

from the plan and the statements therein» I have not 

overlooked the fact that it would seem that if all the 

conditions set out in section 34 (1) of Act 25 of 1965 

are proved the statements in the relevant document» which 

term includes a plan, became admissible as a matter of law;

see in this regard the dicta vs« President Insurance

Co» Ltd»» 1965 (1) S»A» 614 (A»D«) at page 620» It is only 

necessary to say that the facts stated by counsel from the 

Bar, as to why the policeman was not called, do not prove the 

requirements' postulated by-section34 (1) ♦ ___

It follows from what has been said above

that regard can only be had to the physical features depicted 

on»•»/18
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on the plan viz»» the road, the earthbank, the gap, the 

position of the vehicles and tracks as depicted by the 

policeman* Physical features would, in ny view» include the 

measurements relating to these features» On this basis there 

is no proof as to where the vehicles were immediately after 

the collision or the nature of the tracks or where the 

collision took place» A further feature which militates 

against acceptance of the statements in the plan and key 

is that the plan is dated 31 October 1971, whereas the 

collision occurred on 29 October 1971» In the result it is 

not possible, from the plan, to find with any degree of 

probability where the collision took place or where the 

vehicles were immediately after the collision or how the track 

marks were caused*

There was a great deal of medical and other 

evidence as to the injuries sustained by plaintiff and his 

ability to do the work he was engaged in at the time of the 

collision» 1 will discuss that at a later stage»

I»,*/19



I will deal with the is sue a in the following

order:

A* The Negligence of the two Drivers*

B* Plaintiffs Ability to Continue Working as a Surveyor

C* The Quantum of Damages *

A* The Negligence of the two Drivers*

The learned Judge said of the witness, Saad:

“It must be said that Johannes Saad is not in all 

respects a satisfactory witness* Although his 

evidence in chief was straightforward and clear 

he did not emerge so well from cross-examination* 

He appeared to frame his answers in such a way as 
to please the questioner and would agree to almost 

any proposition put to him except to matters which 
could reflect adversely on his master» the plaintiff* 

I am therefore treating his evidence with caution*"

A study of Saad*s evidence shows that the

above remarks are justified* One illustration is sufficient*

His evidence in chief as to when he first saw the loriy, 

reads:—

"Ja* En toe jy horn eers sien, waar was hy> in die 

opening of voor die opening» of waar?—Sy was

— kort*.*/20
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kort voor die opening gewees, en ek het op ny 
fnerÝegt geraak#"' ~ “

In the passage in his cross-examination 

quoted earlier in this judgment, he said he saw the lorry 

”vir n hele ent”» There is thus a conflict in his evidence 

as to when he first saw this lorry» It is thus not possible 

to decide when he first saw the lorry, which he himself 

described as groot vrag-lorrie”» This being so, his 

evidence as to the respective speeds of the vehicles must 

be suspect»

The learned Judge a quo then had the following 

facts before him:

1» The road was a wide gravel road; it was not open to 

the public; it had an earth bank, twenty five centi

metres high, across it with a gap near the western end 

which was wide enough to allow one vehicle to pass»

2» This was known to all the employees and the gap was

used by traffic travelling North to South and vice-versa»
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3* Visibility was good and drivers approaching this gap 

could see each other for a considerable distance»

4» Both vehicles were approaching the gap but the lorry 

reached the gap first and passed through it,

5» The collision took place South of the gap on the 

western side of the road»

6* Plaintiff,, according to Saad, could have stopped before 

the collision took place*

As already stated defendant accepts the finding 

that Lubobo was negligent and abides by the finding as to 

the degree of negligence» There is thus no need to discuss 

his negligence»

It was urged by Mr» Israel for plaintiff that, 

as the lorry was on the incorrect side of the road and 

travelling~~at- speed-ý—the -lea-med- Judge a- quo—had erred in____

finding that the plaintiff was negligent, alternatively, if 

he was negligent, that his negligence was eq^ual to that of

the»»»/22
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the driver of the lorry» I am unable to agree with this 

submission* The lorry was entitled to be on the western 

half of the road shortly before and shortly after it had passed 

through the gap* The gap was there for all Concor*s vehicles 

to use* The vehicle which arrived there first, whilst not 

entitled to ignore oncoming traffic, had a pref erent right 

of passage through the gap* Moreover, the lorry was visible 

for a long way and it was clear to Saad that it was going 

to reach the gap first* It did in fact pass through the 

gap*

When dealing with the question of plaintifffs 

negligence, the learned Judge a quo said:

. •♦Even if the plaintiff did have a right of precedence 

it does not mean that he was entitled to rely 

on the lorry getting out of the way* The evidence 

before the Court is that the lorry was not getting 

out of the way; to the contrary, it was heading 

directly for the gap, it was nearer to the gap and 

it was maintaining a high speed* It was the duty 

of the plaintiff to have had regard to these 

o i rcums t enc es*

It seems clear that the plaintiff did have ample
opportunity* • */23
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opportunity of avoidings the collision# He could------

have reduced speed, he could have moved further to 

the left, even off the road, and he could have 

moved to the right# As in the case of the driver 

of the loriy, he did not take action timeously and 

found himself in a position where a collision 

became inevitable# He could have kept an eye on 

the lorry continuously and he could and should 

reasonably have been aware of the dangerous situation 

which was developing as there was no indication 

that the lorry was going to give him precedence# 

If the plaintiff had been looking he could and 

should reasonably have taken earlier avoiding action 

which he could have done in one of several ways# 

The failure of the plaintiff to do so is, in my 

opinion, a contributory cause of the collision#

As both drivers have been found to be causally 

negligent in respect of the collision X now have, to 

determine the degree of fault attributable to them# 

In the peculiar circumstances of this case I have 

come to the conclusion that the degree of fault as 

between the two—drivers should be equal, i#e# 
50% of the total fault on the lorry driver and 50% 

on the plaintiff# Neither of the drivers kept a 

proper look-out and neither took timeous avoiding 

action which both reasonably could and should have 

taken# **
I.../24
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I find myself in respectful agreement with 

the above dicta* I would like to add that plaintiff’s case 

was conducted on the basis that Lubobo had no right to come 

through the gap first which was, so plaintiff contended, on 

Lubobo’s incorrect side* Due regard being had to the purpose 

of the gap; to the fact that the road was not open to the 

public; to the fact that Lubobo was much nearer the gap than 

he was, plaintiff had no right of precedence over the lorry 

which he knew or should have known was going to pass through 

the gap before him* Plaintiff should also have stopped a 

sufficient distance from the bank of earth to enable the large
*

lorry to have deviated from its line of travel*

There is a further factor* The tracks of 

plaintiff’s vehicle, as depicted on the plan, whatever their 

nature may have been, show that plaintiff’s vehicle was at 

one stage travelling slightly—to—its right,^_i_*e* .slightly to 

the East* If it had continued on this course or even 

straightened out to travel Northwards, there would not have 

been a collision* The tracks, as depicted, of Lubobo’s

: ' - - — vehicle* ••/25
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vehicle show that it passed through the gap and travelled 

in a straight line for a short distance* As far as one is 

able to draw any inference from these physical features on 

the plan it would seem that if plaintiff had not altered his 

course of travel towards the West, the collision would not 

have occurred* In the result I have not been persuaded 

that the findings of the learned Judge a quo in regard to 

the negligence of the drivers, was incorrect» It follows 

that the cross-appeal fails*

B* Plaintiffs Ability to Continue Working as a Surveyor.

The injuries sustained by plaintiff were, as 

already stated, severe* They were fractures of both left 

and right femora and of the right forearm* In addition 

there were severe lacerations of the face, head, the right 

side of the body and the right arm* He was unconscious 

for a week after the accident and suffered from-retrograde 

amnesia* He made a remarkable recoveiy* He was left with 

the following permanent disabilities* The distal shaft of 

the right ulna has been excised* Pour and a half inches were 
taken off this bone* ~ This resulted in a weakeningsof the 

grip *./26 
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grip of the right hand# Damage to the right knee joint is 

described as 15% hyperextension# This in layman’s language 

means that the knee, on occasions, caves in backwards to that 

degree# That there were the permanent disabilities appears 

from the medical evidence and the following passage from the 

opening address of plaintiff’s counsels

wAt one stage the plaintiff had a personality change, 

he had memory impairment, lack of concentration, 

but these things have largely cleared up, my Lord# 

And the plaintiff’s case is that what stops him 

carrying out his work today, is a bad arm and a 

bad leg, my Lord*1*

The learned trial Judge came to the conclusion 

that the plaintiff’s working days as a surveyor were over 

and that his future working life lay in the clerical field# 

This finding was attacked by counsel for the defendant# 

It thus becomes necessary to set out the relevant evidence#

Plaintiff testified that he was bom~in “August

1946 and gave his previous history in the surveying field#

He had only been with Concor for two months when the accident

happened, ###/27



happenedj at whichstage ~he-Was~still~ on~ probation*—He----- -

explained the functions of a surveyor in the field and the 

instruments which had to be used* These were a theodolite, 

a 100 metre steel measuring tape and a mechanical calculator* 

He said that the theodolite, which was mounted on a tripod, 

had to be placed over pegs; that it had then to be moved into 

its exact position to ensure proper measurements being taken; 

that even though it weighed only 25 lbs», he found that 

because his right hand was weaker than before, he could not 

adjust the theodolite as easily and readily as before; that 

he could not lift it with his right hand because this caused 

pain; that he was obliged to use his foot or leg to adjust 

the theodolite; that the steel tape measure had to be un

rolled and held up taut above the ground; that it sometimes 

had to be unrolled up to one hundred metres; that because 

of the weight and effort required to hold it tauty he “found 

that the right hand was too weak to do this; that the turning 

of the handle of the mechanical calculator caused his hand

great*••/28
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great-discomfort; that his knee had the feeling that it was 

going to cave in; that even though he had been kept on 

level and easy terrain, it had, in fact, caved in three or 

four times in the short time that he had been put hack on to 

survey work; that he had gone hack to survey work hecause 

he was asked to do so hy his employers; that he would 

continue to do this work for as long as he could; that he 

had to stop and rest for periods of up to half an hour at 

times during the day; that the hours were from 7 a*m* to 

5 p*m*; that he arrived home each night completely tired 

out and virtually flopped into hed; that he thus had little 

time with his wife and children; that his work was not as 

accurate as it had heen due possibly to tiredness; that 

even though he was kept on easy terrain he was not able to 

do as much work as a noimally fit surveyor; that he had not 

had physiotherapy or done~exercises—to-try-and_imp.rove his_______

physical disabilities*

Mr* Stilwell»•*/29
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Mr. Stilwell was the chief surveyor at Concor» He had had 

forty years experience» He explained that a surveyor’s work 

involved wording on all types of terrain and uneven sur

faces. He testified that, prior to the collision, plaintiff 

had done his work satisfactorily and would have joined the 

permanent staff; that after the collision, as a result of 

a shortage of surveyors, he was "brought back temporarily to 

do surveying work; that he could only be employed on 

selected and easy terrain; that even on easy terrain he 

tired and had to rest; that ^his output even on easy sites 

was only 70% to 80% of normal»

Mr. Bart, the contracts manager of Concor, was 

fully conversant with the work required of a surveyor. He 

testified that after plaintiff’s recovery from his injuries 

he was employed in the clerical section; that there was 

a shortage- ofsurvey or a;—that-beoause_„Qf the shortage the 

firm had asked plaintiff to assist by doing survey work at 

times; that he was employed on easy terrain; that he was 

at the time of the trial so employed; that he was "not

_________ able*.. Ao
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---- able_-tQ~dp_the functions^ _of^a surveyor as efficiently as 

most surveyors can”; that he was slow and did not manage 

to move round nearly as well as a surveyor who is fit;

that he would not normally he employed as a surveyor save 

hy a sympathetic employer

Dr. Polonskyt an orthopaedic surgeon had

examined the plaintiff on a number of occasions* He had al

so investigated the work done by surveyors and the equipment 

used by them* He testified that plaintiff had a powerful

grip with his left hand; that this was stronger than the 

right hand grip of the average person; that plaintiff*s 

right hand grip was weaker than the left hand grip; that 

the weakness of the right hand caused a severe degree' of 

disablement for a surveyor; that having regard to the knee 

and arm injury he was not fit to do a full day*s work^ as 

a survey©^ in all ty pes“of~oondttrons- -and—on-all—type.s_of_______

terrain; that a raised heel on the right foot would be 

of some assistance on hard level surfaces but not on soft 

or*../31
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or uneven terrain; that exercise would not bring about
/

much improvement In plaintiff’s disabilities»

Dr* A* L* Men de low is an orthopaedic surgeon* He» in fact» 

treated the plaintiff from the time of the accident up to

4 October 1972* He testified that the plaintiff’s right

hand grip was approximately half that of the average indivi

dual; that the right forearm was relatively powerful; that 

the knee disability

"has no effect on him on level ground whatsoever, 

becausd he can see where he is going and compen

sate* But I do not think he could do a job in

volving uneven ground for long periods, as the 

already weakened muscles - there was quite an 

amount of muscle damage at the time of injury — 

the already weakened muscles could not cope for 
more than a short period at a time» So it is reason 

able that he has this giving way*”;

that plaintiff would not be able to manage a full day’s work, 

as a surveyor in the field* Dr* A* 1* Mendelow prepared a 

report in January 1974* This report was written from his 

notes which he had made at the examination on 4 October 1972*

In.../32
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In that report he said the following»

"The function of the forearm is however satisfactory 

and he has a three quarter range of pronation and 

supination» This would constitute a major dis

ability in a labourer, but in view of his o coup a** 

tion, I feel that he should manage his normal 
work with no disability»”

"Partial Permanent Disability?

Patient has sustained permanent disability, in 
the neighbourhood of 10$»"

In his evidence in cross-examination Dr» A»L»

Mendelow modified the above» He stated that when he saw the 

plaintiff in October 1972 the plaintiff gave him to under

stand that he was back at work but in a clerical position»

His estimate of the percentage of permanent disabilities was 

made on that basis» That figure did not reflect his dis

ability as a surveyor»

Dr »~It* Mend elow _was-of thre view-tha t“if~ the-

plaintiff wished to do s’o, he could probably play golf and 

badminton and squash» Dr» Polonsky thought he could play 

badminton after a fashion but not squash»

The,../33
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The above is a summaiy of the evidence for 

plaintiff on this aspect*

Dr* Sacks» an orthopaedic surgeon, gave 

evidence on behalf of the defendant# He examined the
}

plaintiff on one occasion only, viz#» in June 1973*

At the time of his examination he did not appreciate the 

nature of a surveyor’s work* In evidence he said that 

the knee disability did not- prevent the plaintiff from 

walking relatively long distances; that plaintiff would 

be able to learn to compensate and cope with the danger 

of the leg giving way; that if plaintiff wore a raised 

heel this would assist; that even if the leg gave way 

it was unlikely to result in any injury but might cause 

momentaiy pain but would not incapacitate him; that his 

right arm and grip had been weakened but not to such an 

extent that he could not handle a theodolite and its tripod 

or the steel tape; that the effort required to turn the 

handle of the mechanical calculator was not such as would 

cause*»*/34
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cause plaintiff any real discomfort# In cross-examination 

he stated that it was only shortly before the trial that he 

had inquired into what a surveyor*^ work entailed and really 

only learned from what he had heard during the trial what 

was actually involved# He conceded that the raising of 

the heel would only be of assistance on a level firm surface* 

He maintained his view that the effort required to handle the 

theodolite and the steel tape as also the mechanical calcula

tor was not extraordinary» His evidence as to the leg dis

ability reads as followsi—

HComing to the leg* He today walks on relatively 

even ground I don*t want you to misunderstand 

me* By that is meant, he is kept out of culverts, 

drains, steep slopes; he walks on a flat surface, 

but it is not an even surface* There are bumps 

and potholes, clods of grass and things like that* 

It is not like the floor of this courtroom* How 

would he manage that with his knee?—I think he 
will be slightly embarrassed by this hype ^extending 

knee, more so than a normal person, over uneven 
ground** ./35
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_________ ground*___But anormal- person- is-also- embarras sed

but I think he will be slightly more embarrassed*

“But in a proper job of a proper surveyor, I think 

it is clear from your evidence that this man is 

handi c app e d?~*—Y es*

There is no doubt about that?—No doubt about 

that*«

He accepted that plaintiff, if working as a surveyor, would

have to rest for periods of half an hour during the day<

It was his view that it was possible that physiotherapy and

suitable exercises would bring about an improvement in

plaintiff’s hand and knee conditions*

The learned Judge a quo having reviewed all

the evidence said of Dr* Sackss

“It should be remarked, however, that this witness 

had not specially directed his attention to the

. exigencies of the work of a surveyor11*

The learned Judge then went on to says

"Despite*•*/36
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"Despite a suggestion of exaggeration_orL_the_____ _

part of the plaintiff, it is my view that the 

plaintiff has proved that he is unahle to work 

as a surveyor as a' result of this disability» 

At most he would be able to help out as a surveyor 

for short periods of time albeit at a much 

reduced output» "

Mr Kuny who appeared for the defendant, 

attacked this finding» I do not propose setting out all 

his submissions in full» I will summarise them» He 

urged.,

(a) that plaintiff*s disabilities do not incapacitate him 

from working as a surveyor although his efficiency may, 

to some extent^be impaired in the sense that he would 

be slower and may tire more easily» He said that this 

appeared from the medical evidence and especially that 

of Dr» Sacks;

lb) that by undergoing specialised physiotherapy or other 

treatment and by specialised forms of exercise, he could 

build up his strength, endurance and stamina so as to 

enable»» »/37
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enable him to cope with the exigencies of work as a

surveyor;

(c) that the theodolite and tripod only weighed twenty five

lbs»; the steel tape was not heavy; that the turning

of the handle of the mechanical calculator was not a

difficult task; that small battery driven calculators 

were available (this was the evidence); that the plain

tiff was not handling the equipment for the whole working 

day; that because of the above it was clear that plain

tiff could handle all the instruments if not with the

right hand then with the left hand or by using both hands;

(d) that plaintiff could learn to compensate, i*e. to

accommodate himself to the knee disability;

(e) that at the time of the trial he had only been working 

as a surveyor for some six weeks and that it obviously 

needed a longer time to strengthen his arm and leg;

(f) that the plaintiff was exaggerating his difficulties*

(g) that the probabilities were-that he would continue

, to*.«/38
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_____ to be employe d_ as_a surveyor in the future • ___________

As to the submission in Ca)• It overlooks the 

fact that the evidence of Stilwell and Bart shows that he 

was only being employed on level easy terrrain $ that even 

on such terrain he was only 70% to 80% efficient; that he 

was being paid as a clerical assistant; that the medical 

evidence shows that he could not work, as surveyors are re

quired to do, on all types of terrain»

As to the submission in (b)• Dr» Polonsky did not 

agree with Dr» Sacks on this aspect» Moreover, even Dr* 

Sacks did not suggest that such improvement as might be 

achieved would enable plaintiff to work on all terrains»

As to the submission in (c)• The evidence of 

Stilwell, Bart and the plaintiff shows that his disabilities 

have slowed him down considerably even on level easy terrain

As to the submission in (d) • Even though

Dr# Sacks did say he would learn to compensate I do not

read».»/39
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. read,his-evidence—to suggest-that-he could-do so -suf f ieiently;— 

to work on all terrains#

As to the submission in (e)• It is correct that

it may be that if he worked for a longer period as a surveyor 

his arm and grip would grow stronger but the hyper

extension of the knee would still be there and he could 

not work on all types of terrain#

As to the submission in (f)• A tendency to exagge

rate might well be natural having regard to the injuries which 

plaintiff sustained and the fact that from being an able 

bodied and fit young man he is now permanently handicapped 

by his disabilities# I have read his evidence in the light 

of counsel’s submissions on this aspect* It does not 

cause me to feel that plaintiff is overstating his case*

Then too, there is the evidence of Stilwell and Bart*__________

They corroborate him as to his work* Finally the learned 

Judge a quo accepted their evidence and that of plaintiff* 

Hence** */40
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Hence this submission cannot be sustained. __________ „

As to the submission in (g) . There is the evidence 

of Stilwell and Bart that he is only being employed 

temporarily as a surveyor? that he is being paid on the 

clerical scale; that he is being so used only because there 

is a shortage of surveyors» Hence this submission cannot

be sustained*

In the light of the above I am not persuaded

that the learned Judge a quo erred in finding that plain*-

tiff would nothin the future>be employed as a surveyor*

The Quantum of Damages*

The learned Judge a quo found that the damages

actually suffered by plaintiff were the following:

(i) Medical expenses ............  r 163,00

(ii) Future medical expenses........ 1 250,00

(iii) General damages for pain
__ _______ and suffering etc* ____io jo_oii*o_a
(iv) Past loss of earnings.... ♦ 4 079,00

(v) Doss of earnings re future
operation ........... 1 375,00

(vi) loss of earning capacity........ 87 074,00

RIO 3 941>OO.

The*../41
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The figure of R103 941,00 was reduced by one 

half because the degree of fault of the plaintiff was found 

to be 50%* Prom the resultant figure of R51 970,50 there 

was deducted Rl 307,82 being an amount awarded to plaintiff 

by the Workmen^ Compensation Commissioner* Judgment was 

accordingly entered for plaintiff in the sum of R50 662,58*

Of the above figures those set out in (i),

(ii) and (iii) above were agreed* Those set out in (iv) and 

(v) were not challenged on appeal* The issue before us is 

whether the figure in respect of loss of future earnings, 

viz»» R87 074 is correct*

Mr* Bart, although the contracts manager of 

Concor, was conversant with the salaries payable and salary 

scales applicable to employees of Concor* He said that 

there had been a general re-alignment of all salary scales 

in respect of Concor employees» This had come into 

effect on 1 July 1973 in order to allow for increased cost 

of living and to align salaries with the "general level" 

in***/42
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in-the-industry* Bart,_as_we,haye_seen,e^plained_that at 

the date of the trial the plaintiff was being employed as a 

surveyor only because there was a shortage of surveyors but 

that plaintiff was not able to cariy out the functions of a 

surveyor as efficiently as most surveyors; that because 

of this he was being paid on a clerical or administrative 

basis and was earning R500 per month; that plaintiff’s 

future with Cone or was in the clerical or administrative 

section; that clerical and administrative employees were 

granted an annual increase in salary of 8$ per annum this 

increase was to cover ability, gained from experience^ and 

increases in cost of living; that, generally speaking, 

these increases were paid until the individual reached the 

age of 30; that thereafter the only increases paid were 

to cover rises in cost of living; that if an employee 

showed^^art’icular“ability^and-that-he-  waa-of unanageri.al_____

material, he could rise to a more senior status and be 

given,*«/43
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given greater increases in salary; that in his, Bart*s view, 

plaintiff did not have particular ability and was not 

managerial material; that plaintiff who was then about 28 

would get the above 8% increase annually till he was 30;

that that would be his top rate of pay in the clerical and 

administrative section save that he would thereafter be 

granted increases to cover the increases in the cost of 

living. Bart then went on to say that had the accident 

not occurred, plaintiff would have continued to be employed 

as a surveyor; that as at the date of trial his salaiy as 

such would have been R525 per month; that surveyors were 

given an increase of 10% per annum to cover ability, gained 

by experience, and rises in cost of living; that these in

creases, again generally speaking, were paid until the 

surveyor reached the age of 40; that thereafter a pro* 

portionate increase-wuuldrhe-paid—to—cover—the~rises_in_____

cost of living; that even though the plaintiff, at the time

of*.*/44
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of the collision, had been with Concor on probation for only 

two months, he would, in all probability, have been retained 

permanently; that surveyors generally worked as such until 

they were 65; that Concor was a member of a large group 

of companies; that the salaries which it paid were those 

normally paid in that industry; that it did so in order to 

retain its employees in the competitive market♦ Bart’s 

evidence on these aspects was not seriously challenged» No 

evidence was led by the defendant on these aspects»

Mr» Murfin, an actuary, gave evidence» His 

figures were worked out on the principle that the plaintiff 

was entitled to a capital sum which, when invested, would 

place him in the same financial position as he would have 

been had the accident not occurred* On this basis he 

calculated the earnings which the plaintiff could have 

expected had he not-beenin^ur^^a11^ the_earnings_which.he_

would actually obtain in the future» This basis was

challenged» • •/45
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challenged_by _counselfor th ©^defendant*—He- urged that 

the plaintiff had made a remarkable recovery; that at the 

friyne of the trial he was working as a surveyor; that he 

had, from time to time, been employed as a surveyor by 

Concor; that he would, probably, in the future be employed 

as such if not for the rest of his working life at least 

for a part thereof; that plaintiff’s permanent disabilities 

were minor; that these should, on the evidence, be assessed 

at between 10$ and 20$; that his future annual expected in** 

come should be estimated as being a proportionate percentage 

of the future annual income he would have earned but for his 

disabilities* There have been cases in which this method 

of assessing loss of future earnings has been considered 

appropriate, see the cases cited by the authors Corbett and 

Buchanan in their work Quantum of Damages in Bodily Injuries 

~at“page— 51* In~the prebént case, hówever, this-method can~

not be applied* Firstly, as we saw earlier in this judgment,

plaintiff * <*/46
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plaintiff cannot continue to be employed for any length 

of time as a surveyor# Secondly, the evidence shows that, 

even if he is so employed at infrequent intervals, he will, 

during such periods, be paid at the clerical rate of pay# 

It follows that the principle which Murfin applied in cal

culating the loss of future earnings, is the correct one, see 

the cases cited, on this aspect, by Corbett and Buchanan (supra) 

at.p# 51# .It is necessary to examine -the figures which
-J

Murfin placed before the Court a quo# It must be remembered 

that actuarial evidence serves only as a guide to the court# 

Murfin had prepared a report which was served on defendant 

in terms of rule 36 (9) of the Uniform Rules of Court# He 

calculated the prospective earnings of plaintiff, had the 

accident not happened, on the basis that he would have re

ceived increases of 10% per annum until he was 40 and, for 

the period thereafter, he made allowances for annual cost 

of living increases, till plaintiff reached the age of 65#

He..»/47
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He further calculated the expected earnings of plaintiff _____ .

in the clerical and administrative section* In so doing he 

allowed for increases of 8ft till plaintiff reached the age 

of 30 and for the period thereafter, he made allowances for 

annual cost of living increases till plaintiff reached the 

age of 65* These calculations were "based on the information 

which Bart placed before the Court a quo in evidence* In 

both calculations Murfin allowed for annual increases in 

respect of cost of living at the rate of lift per annum.

This figure was accepted as reasonable by the Court a quo 

and was not challenged by counsel in this Court. Prom the 

sums so calculated he made deductions for “the hazards and 

contingencies of life such as periods of sickness or other 

accidents which might have reduced the income and for the 

possibility of fluctuations in the civil engineering 

-business --- In—this—respec-t -he-proposed-in~his—report;

"•♦.for a matter of illustration to assume that 
*a deduction of 10$ would be appropriate from the 
income had the accident not occurred*

Now that Mr* Hall has suffered a personality
change. .*/48
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change and is unlikely to progress very, far in_______
the administrative section of his employers' 
company and due to the fact that if there was a 
recession in the civil engineering business, Mr* 
Hall could well "be one of the first people that 
would be retrenched* In view of this we feel that 
the hazards are higher now and we propose to make 
a deduction of 15$ from the income now expected*1*

Because the figures so arrived at represented

the total amounts over a period of thirty eight years, he

capitalised the figures in order to arrive at what should be

awarded to plaintiff as at the date of the trial*

He calculated the capitalisation on a basis

of the”Census Mortality^ which he assumed to be approximately

8$, and "allowing for all eventualities" he reduced it to

1$ for purposes of his calculations* I pause here to say

that the above basis of calculation was later repeated by

Murfin in evidence in the Court a quo and was not challenged*

On the above bases he arrived at the following

figures* It is emphasized that these figures are the

capitalised amounts:

(aa)***/49
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(aa) —E xpee-ted-earnings- had*- ac ci d en t~ no t 
occurred R128 680,00

(hb) Plus allowance for inflation at 3i% 
p»a<

(cc) Less allowance for hazards 10%

(dd) Expected earnings after accident
(ee) Plus allowance for inflation at

P*a.

(ff) Less -allowance for hazards 15%

84 782,00
213 462,00
21 346,00

R192 116,00

79 059,00

44 520,00

R123 579,00

18 537,00

RIO5 042,00*

By deducting the figure of RIO5 042,00 from 

R192 116,00, he arrived at the net prospective capitalised 

loss of future earnings viz»♦ R87 074«

The correctness of the figures in (aa), (bb), 

(cc), (dd) and (ee) above were accepted ih the Court a quo* 

The figure set out in (ff) above was challenged» I will 

return to this later» As appears earlier in this judgment
_ . - ---- ~~ — -^8' — -■ — --— _ ”

the learned Judge a Quo found the loss suffered hy plaintiff

in.../50
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in respect of future earnings to “be the R87 074* In so_ _____

doing he accepted the figures placed before him in evidence 

by Murfin* When dealing with the above figures of 10% and 

15$ in respect of tthazards and contingencies” the learned 

Judge said:

”In regard to the figure in respect of the position 
had the accident not occurred, he suggests 10$» 

In respect to the other figure, based on the income 
he now expects, he applies 15$» He ascribes the 

difference to the fact that the plaintiff will be 

subject to greater hazards because of his disability» 

In his written report the witness refers to the 

disability as personality change but when it was 

put to him in cross-examination that it was a 
physical disability, he still adhered to the 15$ 

as he considered the hazards to be higher than before.

I have once more come to the conclusion that these 

percentages are fair and reasonable and no circuit 
stance presents itself to my mind warranting an 

increase or reduction»M

Some cross-examination of Murfin was directed

at ascertaining why he had deducted 15$ for hazards and

contingencies* » »/51
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contingencies from the plaintiff*s expected earnings in the

clerical section# The following extracts from his evidence

are relevant on this aspecti

"You have also, in coming to this conclusion, 
taken into account at two places in fact in 

your report, the fact that - or the statement to 

you, that the plaintiff had undergone a personality 

change, and that this would affect his prospects?— 

Yes, I was. told that*"

"Well, it was one of the factors that influenced me

by making a higher deduction. 11

"But in fact it could well he that the contingency 
factor in respect of a surveyor could be just the 

same as the contingency factor for a man who has 

got a desk job?—Could be, yes.

And the fact that he has got a disability which may 

not enable him to work fully or at all as a surveyor, 

but does enable him to work at a desk job without

—— any-handicap,-wouldn’tinorease that-contingency ----

factor?—The actual physical disability as such, no* 

No» .»./52
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No» And if there were no personality change, _ 

likewise?“-Yes, providing his personality as such 

anyhow is suitable and he is happy at a desk job, 
I don*t know*”

position 

hazards^ 

of work»

»1 am merely questioning your statement that this 

man is necessarily subject to suffer from the 

vicissitudes of life to a greater extent than prior 

to the accident» It doesnft follow?—«-No, I undei*- 

stand your point, and I must admit too there is a 
point» I can only repeat that this is his Lordshiprs 

discretion as to what he decides he should do» I 

think there is a case for consideration that the 
hazards are different now than they would have been 
had he not been injured# I think it is a case for 

considering that point, and I just leave that to the 

Court»■

But not necessarily greater?**^-Not really, no»”

Murfin is a consulting actuaiy* He is in no

and is not qualified to give evidence as to the

nd contingencies- applicable “to any particular-type

There was no evidence to suggest that the plaintiff 

had»*#/53
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had undergone a personality change; there was no evidence 

to suggest that the physical disabilities, namely the 

weakened grip or the knee disability would create a greater 

hazard to plaintiff either in his work as a clerk or in his 

normal activities outside his working hours; there was no 

evidence that, generally speaking, recessions in the industry 

could result in clerical personnel being retrenched more 

frequently than in the surveying section» Murfin therefore 

erred in taking into account, as he undoubtedly did, any 

alleged personality changes and there were no other factors 

in the evidence which justified him in assessing the "hazards 

and contingency" element in plaintiff*s case, as a clerk, 

on a higher percentage basis than that of a surveyor»

I Mr» Israel asked this Court to find that

because of his knee condition plaintiff is more liable to 

suffer injuries (i#e# outside his working hours) than a 

person without such a disability# Such a finding, in my 

view, would not be justified on the evidence# In fact

having## #/54
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having regard to all the evidence it would seem that a 

surveyor who has to work from 7 a*m« to 5*30 p*m* on all 

sorts of terrain and in varying weather conditions may well 

be subject to more hazards» certainly during his working 

hours» than the plaintiff* There can therefore be no 

justification for finding that the hazards and contingencies 

in plaintiff’s case should be assessed at a percentage 

figure greater than they would have been had he not had the 

accident and continued to work as a surveyor* It follows 

that the learned Judge a quo erred in accepting Marfin’s 

estimate that 15% should be deducted from plaintiff’s expected 

earning capacity in the clerical field* Both counsel accepted 

the figure of 10% for hazards and contingencies in the case 

of a surveyor. There is, as we have seen, no justification 

for any differentiation and accordingly the figure in (ff) 

.above, must_b_e reduced to 10% i*e* by one third, i• e• to 

H6 179 (to the nearest rand)* This means that the figure 

R105 042,00 must be increased to Rill 221,00 which in turn

must***/55
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must be deducted from R192 116,00* This means the figure of 

total damage suffered by plaintiff in respect of loss of future 

earnings is R80 895 and not R87 074 as calculated by Murfin 

and as accepted by the learned Judge a quo* In the result the 

figure of R103 941,00 being the total of all the damages 

suffered must be reduced to R97 762,00$ This in turn must 

be reduced by 50%, i*e« to R48 881 from which must be deducted 

the amount of Rl 307,82 being the amount plaintiff received 

from the Workmenfs Compensation Commissioner* The plaintiff 

was therefore entitled to judgment in the Court a quo in the 

sum of R47 573,18* Counsel for plaintiff asked that this 

Court should direct that defendant be ordered to pay plaintiff 

6% interest on the sum awarded as from the 21st May 1975 

being the date of the judgment in the Court a quo* This was 

not opposed by counsel for the defendant and an order will 

.lie—mad e ac c o rdingly *______________________

The record before us contains copies of medico

legal reports by Drs* Skapinker, Wolf, Rakusin, Hersch,

H* Mendelow and Berk» These doctors did not give evidence

__ ' ~ in***/56
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in the Court a quo* Hence the contents of these reports were 

not admissible in evidence and certainly should not have 

been included in the record on appeal* The costs occasioned

by their inclusion cannot be allowed*

The order made is:

1* The appeal succeeds to the extent set out above, with

costs save that the costs occasioned by the inclusion 

in the record of the reports of Drs» Skapinker, Wolf,

Rakusin, Hersch, H* Mendelow and Berk are disallowed»

2* The appellant is to pay such costs as were occasioned to

the respondent by the application for condonation*

3< The judgment of the Court a quo is altered to read:

(a) Judgment for plaintiff in the sum of R47 573,18 
plus interest thereon at per annum from 21st 
May 1975 to date of payment*

(b) Defendant is to pay the plaintiff’s costs which 
costs are to include the qualifying fees of Drs*

----------- Polonsky, A.L. Mendelow and Mr* Murfin«

4» The cross-appeal is dismissed with costs*

V. IrAJjU-Ul'*

JUDGE OF APPEAL.WESSELS, J.A*
DE.VILLIERS, J.A.
KOTZé, .ÁJ.A* Concur.
VTKTOW. A.J.A.


